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Ref: AC5/ Circular/2021-22/  

CIRCULAR  

Date: 24.09.2021  

Sub: GRI (DTBU) – Refund of Khadi Deposit to the students who have not purchased khadi cloth from Khadi show room during the academic year 2020-21 - reg.  

Ref: 1. Letter from the Dean, Students' Welfare dated 24.08.2021  
2. Vice-Chancellor in-charge approval dated 15.09.2021  

I am by direction to inform that due to the lock down of Covid19- pandemic, some of the students have not purchased Khadi Cloth from the Khadi Deposit remitted by them. In this regard it is informed that the senior students of all programmes of the academic year 2020-21 who have not purchased khadi cloth from Khadi Show Room are permitted to get refund of their Khadi deposit.  

To  
All the Deans/HoDs/Directors/Coordinators.  

Finance Section  

The Director, Computer Centre - For intra mail and Student's portal